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Preface

I wish to thank Donald Hall for his beautiful poems Her Garden
which appeared in the Times Literary Supplement March 10, 2000,
Pond Summers, ibid., May 19, his autobiography Life Work, and
autobiographic poems The Old Life.

My poems would have benefited from his art and craft had I
only seen them sooner. Nevertheless I note resonances in my poems
Green, Wildflowers, This Grudging Spring, November Lorelei, Whither
the Wind and Why? and numerous others also. Donald Hall’s Letting
Go is a long lament on the death and shared life of his poet wife,
Jane Kenyon, a depth of grief unmatched anywhere in modern
poetry. Yet even here there are resonances in my poem Post Partum
on the death of my mother (in Part I), and Dad, Your heart Attack
(in Part  II) on my father’s death. Also, see Ghosts and Lament for
Mama (in Part IV) on these themes.

An early influence for me was Wallace Steven’s philosophical
poem “Sunday Morning” which Victor Camillo, a Ph.D.
mathematics student of mine at Rutgers, and a published poet,
would quote verbatim. Vic’s own poems have a philosophic
brooding quality that appealed to me, exemplified in his “Lament
for Laura Asch”. William Carlos Williams’ poems opened up a new
world for me in its simplicity and its energy that derives from
“jerks, balks, outbursts and jump-overs” (to quote Ezra pound.
See the introduction to WCW’s Selected Poems, New Directions,
1985, Charles Tomlinson, ed.).
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A specific instance of WCW’s influence on me is my poem
“Wildflowers” about a hiker along a lake and the profound effect of
nature on him that suddenly brings back his childhood and life in a
flood of memories. As WCW has said, “A good walker should be able
to change pace, stop, start, turn, step up or down, twist or stoop,
easily and quickly, without losing balance or rhythm (ibid., p.viii).

Although I did not lose my physical balance in these poems, I
would like to think that the emotional somersaults conveyed will
stimulate or amuse you, especially in the title poem The Seduction
of Hummingnbirds. This and many others were inspired by, and
dedicated to my wife, Molly Sullivan, to whom I dedicate the
book. Others are distinctly less amusing, e.g. the poems on the
deaths of my parents, and my father’s life.

Carl Faith
Princeton, New Jersey

September 2003
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For Carl by Victor Camillo

. . . and after the words
after the words of the poems
and after the afterwords of the words
and the forewords of the words after
before the beginning
and after the end
the end of the beginning
the beginning of the end
and it turns out
that all the faces are my own
and all the words
and all the word of the poems
all the faces in the book
return into themselves
become the last words of this poem
a Sunday in Princeton in May
on Nassau Street
every thing as it is
as it was
as it will be
a quiet smile
just because I am

(May 1991)
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Kashmiri Gate at Five P.M.

Bulls, Kites
Bullocks, Carts
Buses, Cars
Bicycles, Cripples
Bulls gaunt and children starving
Black skin and calves bawling
British soldier and fat cows
Barelegs and an orange sari
Beggar children and bawling calf
Blue saris and pierced ears
Blind man and white dhotis
Buddhists in red robes
Movie house disgorging occupants
Broken sewers stenching
Pedestrians, Cows
Bandaged feet and lousy children
Gallant on horseback (racing madly between it all)
Bugles blaring at Red Fort
Businessmen (very rich)
Boy with one shoe and a cat
Poetry in Hindi read by a Hindu (oblivious of it all)
Beefy women and skinny bulls
Black skin leathered by the sun
Sandaled girls in white saris
Eyes everywhere staring at everything
Rickshaws running by, pulled by skeletons
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Bandaged legs and bare feet
Girl in silver anklets
Pierced noses and pipes stenching
Movie house recovering digestion
All orchestrated by a policeman in khaki shorts and long woolen

socks
Cripples on crutches
Bearded Sikh driving tattered taxis
Red stockings on sandaled feet
A very small shapely ageless woman in oiled silk pajamas

anxiously
out of deep sockets for someone who does not come

A mendicant mortifying himself
A Hindu with a King Cobra
Cowshit everywhere
Village idiots gouging the testicles of oxen

(gets them moving, eh Sahib?)
A child at breast
Exhausted Haryjans sleeping on the sidewalk
Bengali Club and Atma Ram bookstore
A dirty child . . . flies on his mouth begging for rupees

(but he is weakening)
No whore, no pimps, and
A temple in a bare tree.
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Madrid Dialogue

I offer you the riches of America.
But only poverty dwells there!
I offer you the magic of experience.
But this comes to all who live!
I offer you a mirror to your sweet youth.
But I am not vain!
You have captured me!
Then I set you free.
Freedom is the cruellest punishment.
Life without love is worse!
Beware the girl who knows what she wants!
Fear a man who does not have what he wants!
Men made the world.
A woman made the man!
Men are frail
I am strong!
Isn’t that what men want of women?
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Madrid Monologue

Love comes to everyone once.
Only the greedy look for love.
(The hungry heart is the greedy heart.)
Only young love convinces.
The others are too wise.
I am a man, and I love you.
I would give all for you.
But nothing you need.
And nothing you want.
Only unattainable youth persuades of death.
A woman pities the man she marries.
She desires a god.
And marries a man.
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Cleopatra

-1-

She was just eighteen when she died—
Rumor was right—it was suicide.
(Caesar had not known Egyptian pride.)
No child had sucked that virgin breast,
Now angry asps coiled for the test.
She let one lay at her left side
And bares her breast, its queenly size
Vibrates to unheard melodie
And coaxes the hissing asp to bite.
A gentle groan was all we heard
When the asp shoved his fangs inside.

-2-

The venom moved in unhurried.
First her toes were paralyzed,
Yet this did not make her cry.
The poison swelled to her thighs
And still no tears welled in her eyes
Until those long slender swan-wings—
Of all her loves—fell at her side.
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-3-

We tore the asp from her breast.
Still the poison would not rest.
We watched that artful bosom sigh
“The last kiss by the man to die
Kissing my breast for eternity.”
No one stepped forward but I.
The venom, unhurried, eddied.
Then, faster, shot straight for the heart.

-4-

She was just eighteen when she died.
I closed Cleopatra’s eyes
The last time, and knew I would die,
And might as well, dreaming thought I,
My head buoyed by her brown breast,
Drifting, unhurried, the white Nile.
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Speechless Speeches

By the time
Love speaks
Its too late
For speeches
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Words for the World

Rythmic
Movement
Spasm
Relapse

Pendulous
Orbs
Gasp
Collapse

Periodic
Motion
Chasm
Apocalypse
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Ecstasy

In ecstatic flight
Birds show such delight
Soaring far and wide
Short lived lives they hide
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Beyond the Pleasure Principle

We have gone way beyond Freud’s way beyond
We have gone beyond the wish to beyond
Death by atom bomb
Oh, it will come
Have some patience
There can be only one

Atomic annihilation!
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Memphis Murder Mall

In memory of Martin Luther King (1929-1968)

When I was in Memphis
Murder Mall, milliard

Mallards milled in a yard
None died of mal de mer

Yet did moulder all
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Question a Rose

By quests for the still rose
In a misty blue dawn’s dew,
Can we still know the rose
We carry, if no thorn
Stabs the still heart nor scent
Excites a wondering sense
Of its exquisite hue
And silent mystery?
And if one scarlet rose
Conceals its red shape still
And denies this sweet quest,
To save its last secret,
Then have we lost the rose
We did not chose to lose,
Or shared in wonderment
Of its still rarity?
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Loves Deity Denied

-1-

Young when we were
And lips virgin
Loved loud laughing
In death’s deaf ear,
I watched boy’s hands
Grab you waist high,
Your overheard cries
Floating down, dress
Billowing, bronze
Barelegs dancing
In bright blue air,
And long hair awry
In girlish fright,
I sighed to save
My love’s secret:
That young love died
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-2-

Loves diety denied—
Love still denied,
And still watched I
Hands, not boys’, grope around thighs,
And overhead hies
Scanty blouse dress
(No overheard cries)
And slight deft feints
Unsnap C-bras
And panty belts,
While Hi Fi whines
Ein Falsch Liebeslied,
Your hair unmussed,
Lips licking lips,
Sibilance sounds
In a tuned up
Deaf ’s hearing-aid.

-3-

I sighed. I saved
My secret love:
Love’s diety denied,
That love died
A death unborn
Still loves die.
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Pleasures Zeus Denies

Your hair lost not its sheen
Nor legs lithe slim looks
On somnambulant wanderings;
Spartan abstinence, not wine
Celebrates your loveliness
In solitary counter scenes.
No, your fair fades not nor loses
Possession of that fragrance
Owed to time, or a man.
Yet, for such pleasures Zeus denies,
A stern face cries out such secrets
To strangers, or anyone.
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Toujours Gai

Women love idle men,
Poet Yeats complained,
Yet long for lingérie
Solid gold arrangéd.
Love you can not buy. True.
(Not even in Venice!)
But woman’s gratitude
is so notorious,
Can you know the difference?
So—toujours gai my friend I say
Love takes you where you find it—
In alleys or on Park Avenue.
Now do not give your heart away;
Save your soul for the right rube!
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The Playfields of Eton

Or, The Athletic Ethic

(For Heidi)

Strain! Strain! Strain!
Push! Push! Push!
Win! Win! Win!
Run! Run! Run!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Huzzah! Huzzah! Huzzah!

And In The Back Stretch . . .
. . . and still champion . . .
slipping up on the outside . . .
The greatest that ever . . .
Neck-and-neck . . .
Hit him! . . . Hurt him!
Hold-that-line! Hold-that-line! Hold-that-line!
And in the stretch it’s Silk Stocking on the run . . .
With Banana slipping behind!
Shut ‘em out!
Drop ‘em for the count!
Slash off tackle!
Bounce off the ropes!
Hit pay-dirt!
Score! Score! Score!
Stroke! Stroke! Stroke!
Through the uprights!
Grandslam!
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Ace!
Check-mate!
Win going away!
Sneak it over!
Put it in his ear!
Clip the corner!
Hit a hard one!
Tip in!
Seven-come-eleven!
Stand-pat!
Come up fast on the outside!
Home-run!
Sprint to the finish!

And, at the final gun—
Fall into the pit
No one ever ascends.
Shake hands, Stranger,
You won!
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The Child-adult and the
Adult-child

For Several Persons I know
(Young and Old)

All Adults play the child—
Hiding—it’s in vain.
The more adult we strive to be,
The crackier is the strain.
We want our pie a la mode,
And a lion’s share of the mane,
And refuse to play with anyone
Who will not play our game.
(The dirty games are all the same—
Adultery is one name.)

Children always play adult
(A high adultitude is the aim!)
And adulter we try to be
The childisher we complain.
We want our milk and ice cream cone,
And the grass’s share of the rain,
And naughty girls we right disdain
Who will not play our game
(The dirty games are all the same—
We only change the name.)
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Nothing Lasts

They say that nothing lasts,
And we die in a decade
Of decadence and decay
Devoid of divinity.

But we endured it all.
It all. Our babies, born
Of unknowing womb, won
Us outright, the gift
Some say, of divine light.

We have seen it all. It all.
Hitlers come and fall. Cities
Bombed beyond recall. No
Lamps beam at night when
Naked armies clash to fight
Eternities of wrong.

Everything dies. But something lives:
We outlasted our love. Youth
Wasted a dissonance long ago.
We can’t hear it now; nor
Care at all. At all.
Youth comes and goes.
(The mods cart banjoes.)
Outlive a love? No regrets?
But . . . shall man persevere?
Yes . . . perchance smoking cigarettes!
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Flesh fakes a love
Lost to bad breath,
Flaky flesh, flabby flesh
Crushes a spirit under it.
If we love at all. At all.
Then we love: the long haul!
(If love endures not,
then love endurance!)
The ancient saw futility
Of hiding it: Longevity
Grasps at straws. Let us
Consider that . . .
and pause.

Here’s some sage advice:
Forget your eternity of wrong.
Decaying and decadent,
You won’t last that long!
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The Defeat of Hitler at Stalingrad

Snow flakes floating in air
Lighter than feathers—
Earth’s own Milky Way!
[The blue woods stand sentinel,
Earthbound,
And threatening
Alexander Nevsky’s
Legions in mail,
Moving to Prokofiev’s
Resonant rumbles.]

Snow flake! Snow flake!
The sun! The sun!
Fly! Fly! Fly!
Where? Where?
There! There!
Quick! Quick!
The Lake! The Lake!

Outside Moscow
In a Red Village
Named Borodino
The French Blue Legions
Stall near a bridge
In a white-out.
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Cirrus flakes float in air
Lighter than feathers;
As the sun shines brighter:
See the melt-water?
See the Lake?
See the flakes?
Alas: Too Late!
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Post Partum

(Vila Belle Faith 1897-1965)

Mother pale and proud
In white white gown,
Your calling lips cradle
Last mother’s kisses.

Mother cold and comatose
Your sheet a white white shroud
Once were my swaddling clothes.
Once more the good man parts us;
Now in death I touch not thee!

And wept all your sly promises
Imposible, wrung from teasing lips,
Unkept for time alone to keep;
And years before I taste
Time’s milky breast, or sleep
With death in chaste embrace.
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Green

-1-

The bright green algae on the lake
Picks my boat dock to congregate.
Sartre once in philosophical vein
Tried imperically to explain
Human abhorrence of slime.
(Why, he hates to masturbate
Sigmund Freud exclaimed!)

-2-

Dylan Thomas spoke of
The r-r-r-u-b-b-b of love,
But love

s
l

i
d

e
s

too,
In and out of!
And

s
l

i
p

s
If not wiped out,
Remembered Casanova.

“Yellow is the earthiest color
Blue is the color of heaven

And from the earth to paradise
We must pass through green”

Wassily Kandinsky
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     -3-

(To ask, I hesitate,
Did Sartre hate
To fornicate?)

The bright green on silent waters
Glistens in between earth and heaven.
Wallace Stevens where you bled,
Is this an earthly paradise?

-4-

Right before my pair of eyes
The pond scum

fanned by
green wings

extended downwards
over glistening waters

begins to dissipate.

-5-

I breakfast on oranges and hickory nuts
Washed down by a late coffee.
Palestine seems so far away.
(It is only Wednesday
And Sunday Morning is far away.)
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-6-

Still, the floating algae. Slime!
I’m hungry still, and contemplate
The cool solitude of an avocado
Sliced in a salad sublime.
To be sure, I ate the salad. Green!

          -7-

Which?
The green algae on the lake
Which green wings dissipate
Or the cool solitude of an avocado
Sliced in a salad sublime?

-8-

Avocado green, Dylan, Dylan, Avocado green.
If I were green, Dylan, who’d like my green?
I’d like my green, Dylan. I would.
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The Unspeakable is Spoken Here

The night you puked down the drain
Your teeth, the crud dried yellow
On your brand new suit. (Once green,
Your uncertain pawings could not wipe it clean.)
The house for days
Reeked that vomit,
And in white rage,
She strafed, and strafed, and strafed
Your bestial behavior.
Mortified, I remember
You let your unfocused eyes, glazed,
Fall in meek, meek, surrender.
I recited under my breath
“A man’s a man for all that!”
Now, older, I can wonder:
Had your silence meant assent
To her scourging punishment,
Or had your unspeakable debauch
Already spoken far too much?
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A Portrait of the Artist
Lucas as a Lover

No one wooed
Or was wooed
As he was
Or did.

And he wooed
Not in vain
But in vanity.
Rather than enjoy
He cast out friends.
To paint the artist Lucas portrayed
As the artist Lucas betrayed,
He slapped himself on the back.
Self-love was the only flattery
He allowed—his biggest loyalty
Cost him no cumbersome crony,
Yet he was loyal to one.
The artist Lucas lead a lonely life: What is so rare as sincere
Admiration of one’s self?
So the artist Lucas portrayed
The artist Lucas arrayed
As a lover of humanity.
It was one of his better portraits.
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Tabu is the Choice in Places
Nice and Choice

Tabu is
The human voice
In places choice and nice
In places nice and choice
The human vice
Is tabu.

Now is that very nice
To make nasty vice
Of the naughty voice?

Tabu is the voice
Au cinéma or church
Of your choice,
Et dans la Rue
Morgue est tabu
Le voix humain!
(Isn’t that a shame?)
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Bombay Monsoon (1968)

Too soon Bombay Monsoon
Bombed Araby Lagoon
And caught umbrellas home
Penultimate of June.

Nature’s annual boon,
The emetic monsoon,
Bathed beggars at noon
(And noné too soon!)

Alone I roam the rooms
And book-lined halls of gloom
Of Library D. Sassoon
(And read Siegfried Sassoon.)

A bombatic bassoon,
Bellowed by some baboon,
Crooned monosyllabic tunes,
This darkly hydrous noon.
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Questions now I will Never be able to
ask Pablo Neruda and Answers he
will Never be able to Give Now

(In Memory of Pablo Neruda [1904-1973])

Q: In the 12th of your Hundred Sonnets of Love,
Cien Sonetos de Amor,
You use the phrase
Pequeño infinito . . .

A: What does it mean?
Q: Yes, infinity is quite large is it not?
A: Aside from power of contrasts and contradictions

My friend, are you acquainted with
The power of a set?

Q: No, assuredly not!
A: I thought not!

Well, briefly
(let us pass through formalities)
The power of a set A is the Set Pow A
The members of which are the subsets
of A.

Q: Subset?
A: Yes, Consider the set {a}

With just one element a.
How many subsets are there?

Q: One?
A: No, two.
Q: How can that be?

There is only one element.
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A: True, but there is included
The empty set,
The set with no elements.

Q: How do you know?
A: It works out better that way,

Later, if we assume so now.
Q: O.K. Why not? I am in too deep

To Stop now.
A: Right.

Furthermore,
The empty set ;
Is a subset
Of every set.

Q: How come?
A: For the same reason that ;

Is a subset of {a}.
Now this being true,
How many subsets are there in the set {a, b}
with just two elements?

Q: Well . . . there is {a}, and {b}, and ;
(that’s for sure).

A: True, but you forgot {a, b}
Q: Well . . . in a technical . . . I suppose . . .
A: Done! That makes 4 subsets

Or 22, right?
Now the crucial test.
Try a set {a, b, c}

Q: O.K. There’s Ø, {a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b{, {a, c}, {b, c}, and {a, b, c}
That makes 8, or 23.

A: Right
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Q: And there are 24, or 16, subsets in a set of 4 elements.
A: Claro!
Q: And there are 2n

Subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n}
Right?

A: Correcto! Bravo!
Also 2n is bigger than n, for
for any integer n,
so Pow A has strictly
more elements than A.

Q: So what?
A: Well, if we took A to be

{1, 2, . . . ; n; . . . , g}
then Pow A is bigger . . .

Q: I get it!
Pow A is a bigger infinity!

A: . . . and there are smaller infinities,
My friend!

Q: . . . and there is a
Pequeño infinito

A: Claro!
Q: But, this is not

what you meant
when you wrote
“Beso a beso recorro tu pequeño infinito”
is it?

A: No, no, no, no, no, y no!
Q: Then why the long-winded

circumlocution?
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A:  Obvious.
One less
Possbility!

Q:  And to let me see
that possibility!

A:  Si, Amigo
Y los autres . . .

Q:  But I can’t think . . .
of any others . . .

A:  Qué tragedia!
Q:  Por quée?
A:  The possibilities in life

are un grand pequeño.
Q: Just tell me one more

And I will be satisfied.
A: I do not want you satisfied!
Q: You want me dissatisfied?
A: I want you satisfied

Not with meanings
But to search for them.

Q: But YOU wrote
Pequeño infinito
Not I!

A: Not I,
My friend!

Q: Then who?
A: Can you write a love poem

About yourself?
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Q: I am no poet.
Did your love open up
Un pequeño infinito
for you?

A: She was that.
Q: Are all your meanings

Just as obscure?
A: To me? Yes.
Q: How can you write

Without meanings?
A:  I write to find

Meaning.
Q: Where?
A: In what I write!
Q: Perhaps this is why

You love the word
Claridad which occurs
So often in your poems.

A:  Tal vez. Quién sabe?
Love itself is great clarity—
Love clarifies the emotions

And I am grateful
To her for that.

Q: Who is she?
A: You ask a lot

of questions!
Q: Maybe because

Your answers . . .
A: Are questions?
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Q: Yes!
A: O.K.

For once
let me
ask you . . .

Q: O.K.
A: What does

Pequeño infinito
mean?

Q: Quien sabe?
Maybe that life
is the choosing
un pequeño infinito
of possibilities
from the manifest
gran infinito
life offers . . .

A:  Bién, muchas gracias!
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I Found the Baths of Caracalla

I found the Baths of Caracalla,
Rompings as in Roman times,
Healthy bodies splashing
Water on annointed legs,

And challenges
To play: “Come on in!
The water’s fine!”
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Derelicts

I saw you on the street, J. B.,
And I thought of a derelict
Ship drifting aimlessly
Through channels of time,
Destined for no home port,
No snug harbors of life.
You made me think of wasted
Lives; of my own; of what
Humans are; or become.
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Life on the Liffey

She lived a life
On the Liffey;
No man she met
Yet she lived on
Because she never
Met one.
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The Tapestry of Time

(For Ruth Crawford)

“Away all the base banalities
Of modern cities, and moral tales!”
I said, “Whenever you are close
I hear Eternity’s hot breathings:
Those exhalations of erogenuous happiness
At once impure and holy and intense
As love incestuous.”

And you said, “I see our bodies
Woven into the Tapestry of Time,
Enmeshed in the naked web of memory,
Yet not the least obscured
By any other ancient act in history.”
I nodded silently at mystery’s twins.
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Whither the Wind and Why?

The wind waved at the leaves
Dancing bright yellow
On the gray hickory,
And whirled waves on the boat
Rocking anchor off-shore.

I watched the late leaves fall
Yellow under the window.
Fall has passed with the wind,

And whither the wind?

The boat creaked at anchor.
The wind died down.
And still the leaves
Fell in silent spasms
Earth-to-earth.

Gray squirrel’s hoard of nuts
Buried beneath a yellow quilt
Escaped my preying eyes.
I sighed, “Winterset soon.
What will Winter, and when?”
The wind sighed again.
I sounded half-asleep,
“Whither the wind, and Why?”
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I listened. I listened
To the answer of the wind
Wakening the waves.
I listened to the wind
Wakening the waves.

(November 1970)
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Organdy Blue

(For You)

Reading Anglo-Welsh
Poetry on blue paper
In Transatlantic Review,
The bright, white sun
Bleaches out the blue
Paper and poetry
And out comes the true
Blue feel of you:
“These long years later . . .”
You live anew.

I remember you
In organdy blue
Skirts, eyes of dew
Smiling true
Shafts of love.
Your vivid hue
Bleaches out the Blue
Issue, Summer of ‘72.
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Venus Rising

Venus rising . . . .

A roadsign leading nowhere . . . .





Part II
The Seduction of

Hummingbirds and
Other Poems
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A.E.

(Albert Einstein)

You flew after a ray of light
and increased your weight on the way
until . . .

reluctantly . . .
inertial gravity

d-r-a-g-g-e-d
you
back
to rest mass
with Lorentzian certainty.
You came back all right.
But the light you threw
on the Newtonian space-time frame
illuminated 20th century science
with the brilliance of

a sun.
Relativistically, you never left your

pipe
slippers
violin.

But your wide-awake dream
of a unified field theory

still
haunts

the fitful sleep of post-Einsteinian science
And poetry.
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Upon Seeing the Neighbor’s
White Cat

The white cat sat on the fence
I’m sure meant no offense
To humans—it’s birds I surmise,
Those she can hypnotise
With her fierce yellow eyes,
She aims to kill. And not apologize
to bird-lovers!
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One Pome does not Make a Pote

She sez, “oo sez I’m no potess?
I kin write a pome as good as yew
Anyday!”
And I sez, “I bet yew could, too.

But that wouldn’t fool me,
One minute.
Yew kin write a pome, at will,
And no doubt will,
But yew’ll not write potery
Iffen yew live to be one hundred.
To write potery, yew think potery.
See w’at I mean?

I bet yew do!”
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Copy Jams Joys

I WUZ SPEKING TO SUM GUY WHO WUZN’ LISTENING
(‘E LISTED O.K. THO!)
ABOUT NOT SAYING WOT’S ON UR MIND.
U DOAN TEL A GEL
‘LOOKIT, DER, U R SWEL
& I LUV U & Y NOT U & ME, HUH?’
U R SPOZED TO COPY THOTS DOWN INA BOOK, INSTED,
OR COPY JAMS JOYS HU DID.
WEL, AS I SEZ,
‘E WUZN’ LISTNING EVEN
SO I SEZ, “HAR! HAR!
I WUZ TALKING INA DEF ER!”
BUT ‘E SEZ, “U R QUITE RONG!
I’LL NOT DEFER TO ENNY MON!”
THEN, I LOOK AT ‘IM REEL CLOSER,
& OUT LOUD DID I SWER,
“U R RITE, U SONOFABITCH!”
AND HOLLERED TO THE BARKEEP
“KNOW WHERE WE KIN FIND THE UNDERTAKER?
SUM GUY’S BIN SIT-IN THERE DAYS STON DED!”
“WOT U MEAN DAZE?” ‘E SEZ, “I KNOW ‘IM WELL
‘E DIED THE DAY ‘E WUZ BORN!”
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Bourbon Street, Broadway,
and the Park Avenue

Yes, there is bourbon
On Bourbon Street
In New Orleans,
And there are broads
On old Broadway,
But do not park
On the avenue
Unless you have
The what-have-you!
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Goings-on in the Rain

When I walked past the carriage house
I spied a lad pleasing his lass
And I walked on laughing and laughed
At such goings-on in the rain.
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Swansong

We did not have summers hiking the hills
(We said we would!)
And did not read—did not write—the books
We said we would.
Young friends passed on by while we waved ‘bye’,
And wagered youth on a nag named Fate.
(Oh, naturally, she ran out of the money.)
Some wolves howled at the door of my boyhood,
But now I amuse myself shooting at phantoms.
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The Poet Mumbo Jumbo

The other day
I met the poet
Mumbo Jumbo,
Declaiming his unique way:
Mumble jumble, mumbo jumble, mumbo jumbo . . .
His utter conviction
Struck me

profoundly.
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O Heede my Worde!

O have we had a merrie tyme!
Is there doubt about it?
Had we not stayed and stayed and stayed
To last a night of it?

O why did not you or anyone
Tell us all about it,
Before we made and made and made
One unholye mess of it?

O we had to know in our right,
And sporte made we of it,
The night we played and played and played
The game’s oldest torment.

O greedie boyes and girles in line,
O heede my worde for it,
For true love stayed and stayed and stayed
And found the night outlasted!
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Summer Solstice

Longest day of the year 8:31
The sun sets on June 21
Imagine! Sun never sets later,
Unless you go North;
And North of the Arctic Circle
The sun never sets
On June 21.
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Wildflowers

(For Bill Gregory)

The walker wades right through the rye
That stands aside the lake waist-high;
He does not stop to scan the sky,
Though ospreys fish the depths nearby
For he sees them day-by-day: dive or die!

The berry blossoms, rye, and suckle-honey
Yields their sweet scents to the passerby’
Yet he yields not to their sovereignty!
Instead, the walker just goes on by
As blackbirds scream their ancient cry,
Flashing their redwings to scare him away: leave or die!

Wildflowers—even the wildest—can not fly
(A fact you know as well as I!)
But, in at least one walker’s eye
They did appear to grow up in the sky—
Suddenly my wildflower youth passed on by:

A crown of daisies,
A delicate ring of posies,
A string of forget-me-nots,
And at last a necklace—
A garland of all my wildflower years.

(Written between Memorial Days: 1979 and 1996.)
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Winterpast (1971)

Each fall sigh I for winterpast
(confecting bittersweet!)

And eagerly see I hoarfrost
sooth our scorched earth in sleet;

Yet equally springtime I await
to warm the frozen ground;

And later watch I summer’s wind
blow the late bloomers ‘round.

Still summer’s sun scarcely sunk
when sing I the same refrain:

Winter’s past but not forgot;
and soon winter sets and snow drifts in.
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This Grudging Spring (1970)

This grudging spring wastes
Wan hopes for winter’s end.
A late sleet and rain
Drums along the boat dock
And tomtoms the windowpane.
Offshore a mallard pair
Wallow in the canebreak,
Furring feathers to bear
The chill, deferring departure
For the northshore of the lake.
I watch spring swallows sweep
Water for what I know not.
I see no waterbugs about
And yet swallow wings
Shearwater upwind.
This grudging spring grants
Wan hopes for winter’s end.
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November Lorelei

To miss the grasshopper’s jaded fate,
I spade and weed my garden late;
And ere the frost accrues at night,
I seal the stormers in air-tight.
And long before snow drifts in the door,
I have it caulked with grout once more.
But though I thought all danger past,
And sighed Autumn a goodbye at last,
By chance a late November blast
Interred my golden Lorelei.
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Princeton: March Tornado (1976)

A warm day in March
Suddenly turns sour:
High black clouds soar
And a savage s-w-o-o-s-h
Sucks up last Autumn’s leaves,
Twigs, and late dead trees
Into Nature’s vacuum-sweeper.

Two oaks crash d-o-w-n in the soft earth
And the green shed shifts
Sixty feet or so northeast.
The screams of children rise above the rain
(We take them in and comfort them.)
Meanwhile, the old hickory bites the dust
Saluting the Mason-Dixon line

at a 45 degree angle!

Out front: the high tension
wires are burning—arc lights
in grisly orange-green
and sizzing-blue colors,
illuminating the lake

In a disneyesque fireworks-display.
Columns of white steam dot the dark sky
Then, red lights flash back pale-face answers
While police sirens wail into the lampless night.
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Portrait of Susan Stewart

Your American Review photograph,
While out of focus, Susan
Does not hide your face;
In the ancient ruin
You are walking in
You are out of place

Your sleek dark mane
Is pulled tight behind your ears
Toward the gothic columns
In the rear of that place
You dare not name

Your body is in agreement;
Your sturday legs churn
Full speed ahead as
Your skirt makes a dent
Between your measureable thighs—
Why did Auden hate photographic lies?

Your photograph in American Review,
While out of focus Susan,
Still focusses much about you;
We know you are beautiful
And having an affair
With the cameraman.
Your black cloth jacket hangs
Just to your hips:
We are dying to see
What lies under it.
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Yes, you are beautiful
As Schliermann’s wife, at eighteen,
Married to the Trojan digs.

Your V-neck dips down to one white button,
And an inverted V
Opens below your flat belly:
Your American Review crew
Is madly in love with you.

No wonder Auden hated photographs!
Your shoulder bag, while big,
Does not impede your pace
You easily win the race
With your own poem across the page.

Why is not a poem enough for us?
Why must we possess the poetess?
You are beyond reach, Susan,
For kissing, only for eternity,

Not for flesh, not for now,
But divine and ethereal
Like the young daughter of Nefertiti
Or some other ancient diety.
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Silent in Cemeteries our
Soldiers Sleep

Silent in cemeteries our soldiers soundly sleep,
Perchance to dream of Viet nymphs in Elysian nights,

as a slumbering sheep dog snatches hares
Hurrying beyond the snap of once sharp fangs.
Did he wake when the well-intentioned bullet winced,
Once floating astray up the navel of a Viet nymph
Who danced limply in a nearby grave?

Molest her? He had but pulled a blouse aside
Shaping a maiden’s modesty
Misplaced in that filthy inferno.
Had he seen the string
Concealed the sting
Of a sly grenade,
He might have missed

the mornings’s muse
the dancing nymph

Elysian nights,
And surely,

the sound sleep of soldiers
Silent in cemeteries.
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Toot-toot for a Day!

Toot-toot for an Age!
East of Calcutta’s Black Hole
The bridge Howrah’s crowded majesty
Spans spewing steamers
Swimming swirling tides
Wending West down India’s sea.

The Houghly monster strides
Roiled rivers black with boats–
Morning air black wth smoke–
Big black stacks belching boasts:

Toot-toot for a day!
Toot-toot for an age!
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New Acquisitions

The generality of your disapproval meant
My new acquisitions opened up no new department
Of dispute.
Your beauty, aging,
Choked in the desolation
Of a rejection
More abysmal than volcanic
Ash from an exploded star,
Long ago lost patience
With the silent witnesses.
No applause. Lower the lights.

Life is a mirror . . . reflect on that.
When you gaze up at the stars
And see the back of your head,
Now gray . . . . does the fault lie in the stars.

Or what?
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Untitled # 1

I spoke of the miracle of birth,
But she said, “How silly–
So many miracles!”
I spoke of the miracle of life
When she said, “Nilly-willy–
So many!”
I picked a flower,
I picked an apple bossom,
And finally, I picked an apple,
But she said, “So many apples–
Rotting away on the ground,
And so many wasps and bees

buzzing around!
Can’t somebody take this garbage away?”
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Jack and Jackie

Jack always said
“Jackie, you should have a lover!”
Whenever he hopped his whore,
And I told him
“It’s OK to say,
But if I did, actually
You would kill me.”
And I thought he would.
But I never could
Two-time my man—
Hell! I got too much
Pride to publicize
HIS shortcomings!
That’s what I thought,
At least, but one night

I went over to Edna’s.
Edna wasn’t home.
But Eli was.
I had a glass of wine while I waited.
Or two.
I forget.
Anyway, it’s not THAT important, now is it?
I don’t know why I did it.
I don’t even like Eli.
I hate his hands and obsequities.
He has no pride:
Get this! I was willing but he begged me anyway!
UGH!
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And I wan’t even drunk.
Did I tell Jack?
Are you kidding?
I would rather die than tell a lie.
He asked me where I had been and I told him.
Did he beat me?
Look at my face and ask me that!
Does it look like it’s beaten?
What did he do?
Why, he cried.
Like a baby.
He said he loved my purity.
And then I cried, too
When I began to think
How much I lost
To that pig Eli!
UGH!
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The Big Scene Man

It’s the big scene, Man!
I can just see it!
That is how I play it.
I feel it in my bones.
Boy, you can’t fake it!

The big scene, Man?
Forget it!
Since sixty-six
Walk-on bits
You get it?
I can’t seem to score, Man!
I’m batting my collar size,
You tell me, Man.
That is what I want to know!
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Madame, N’est Pas La!

Subsequently I ask myself,
How often does she hide

when I come?
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Dance of the Automatons

Two automatons
Dance in bed,
One half-live
One half-dead.
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Signs

Say It With Flowers
Soft Shoulder
Stop
Dangerous Curve
Défense de Fumer
Do Not Walk On The Grass
Beware of Dog
Buvez Coca-Cola
Slow Children
School Zone
Hospital
Paris

Curb Your Dog
Keep Your City Clean
Drive Safely—The Life You Save May Be Your Own
Breakfast Served 7 AM-11 AM
Rauchen Sträng Verboten
Do not Feed the Animals
The Walls Have Ears
Auschwitz
Service Non Compris

Every Litter Bit Helps
I like Ike
Modess Because . . .
Lucky Strike Green Goes To War
No Trespassing
You Get No Bread With One Meat-Ball
Hello Dolly!
No Turn On Red
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Everybody Loves Somebody Sometime
Pepsi-Cola Hits The spot
Eat
Dangerous Intersection
All The News That’s Fit To Print
Buy Bonds
If It Is Westinghouse, You Can Be Sure

Loose Talk Costs Lives
Be Kind To Your Fair Feathered Friends
Stamp Out Typhoid (Small Pox, Polio, . . .)
Support Your Local Police Department
Fifth Avenue
Ban The Bomb
Tables For Ladies
Kenton County
Los Alamos National Park
Fight Crime
Christ Is Coming
Last Exit To . . .
No Dogs Or Sailors Allowed
No Smoking

You are Nobody ‘till Somebody Loves You
Go Home Yankee
On Parle Fran»cais Ici
Tomb of The Unknown Soldier
Ladies—Men
Places Reservées Pour Les Mutilé de Guerres
Invalides Civiles Et Femmes Enceintes
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The Master’s Voice
Eccles Street
Smoking May Be Harmful To Your Health
Hiroshima, Mon Amour
Please, Do Not Touch
Jesus Saves

V For Victory
Men Working
Shave and A Haircut, Two-Bits
Winstons Taste Good, Like A Cigarette Should
A Great Leap For Mankind
Stop The War In Vietnam

Pay-As-You-Go
Stop Strontium 90
Vick’s Salve
Repent Before It’s Too Late
I Abhor War
Go To Jail, Do Not Pass Go, Do Not Collect $200

Put Another Nickel In, In the Nickelodian
Yield
Reservées Pour Les Mutilée de Guerre
When Lilacs Last On The Dooryard Bloom’d
I’m No Crook
All Men Are Created Equal
‘Raus Juden
Plena Mujer, Manzana Carnal, Luna Caliente
Chinaman’s Chance
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In God We Trust, Others Pay Cash
E Pluribus Unum
America, The Beautiful, God Shed His Grace On Thee.
Hirohito
Omnia Gallia En Tres Partes Diviso Est
Make Love, Not War

No Admittance
Fressen Die Tieren Ist Sträng Verboten
The Best Things In Life Are Free
Enlisted Men—Officers
Nix on Nixon
A Harlot High And Low

Honk For Jesus
Stop All Nuclear Testing
The Seven Steps to Alcoholism
Stop Tooth Decay: Fluoridate
The Buck Stops Here
Why Pay More?

Hell No, I Won’t Go
Fraternity, Equality, and Liberty
Mendocino County
Atoms For Peace
Ethel and Julius Rosenberg
Bomb Hanoi Back To The Stone Age
Mums The Word
A Safe Alternative To Nuclear Energy
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Society For The Prevention Of Cruelty To Animals
Born Again
Nagasaki
Congress For Racial Equality
Delayed Green Wait
Havana Cigars

The Drink That Stimulates But Does Not Inebriate
America: Love It Or Leave It
The Anti-Defamation League
Eradicate Cervical Cancer: Take Your Annual Papp Test
Calais-Dover
Voronezh
Santa Fe Trail

No Exit
Kein Eingang
Huit Clos
Hundred Percenter
Klu Klux Klan
Thousand Year Reich
Du Bist Wie Eine Blume

You Are Just A Telephone Call Away
Franco-American Alliance
Chiang Kai-shek
National Association For The Advancement of Colored People
Maginot Line
The Unsinkable Ship
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Nüremberg
Were You There When They Crucified My Lord?
Staff Headquarters Of The American Expeditionary Force
Are You Now Or Have you Ever Been?
Ja Sagte Ich Ueberhaupt Kein Nein
It is Unlawful To Have More Than You Need

For Your Personal Use

Savoir Faire
The Luck of The Irish
English speaking Union
Via Doloroso
Die Endliche Einlösung
Communist Manifesto

Les Sept Paroles Dernières de Christ
The Valley Of The Shadow Of Death
Over There, Over There, Say a Prayer For the Boys Over there
Four Leaf Clover
Los Alamos Nuclear Testing Grounds

Wait ‘til The Sun Shines Nellie
Leave Your Worries On The Doorstep
T-e-l-l M-e W-h-y T-h-e S-t-a-r-s D-o S-h-i-n-e?
Unconditional Surrender
Munich
Our Forefathers Brought Forth a New Continent
Martin Luther King Killed In Memphis
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Let Me Call You Sweetheart
Gulag Archipelago
Johnnie Get Your gun, Get Your Gun, Get Your Gun

It’s A Long Way To Tipperary
Two Cheers For Democracy
Nicol Sacco And Bartolomeo Vanzetti Appeal Denied
Peace In Our Time
I Would Have Saved Them If I Could

Clean As A Hound’s Tooth
W-a-t-e-r B-o-y, W-h-e-r-e i-s Y-o-u G-o-i-n-g?
Black Box Radiation: Planck’s Constant
Pythagorean Theorem
Falla
Yalta
Guernica
O Guitarra!

When You Care Enough You Send The Very Best
Mayo Clinic

The Snows of Kilimanjaro
Death In The Afternoon
The Potato Famine
The News At Nine From The Broadcast Newsroom

of the New York Times
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Calgary
Terminal Hotel
Curable Cancer
Pretty Baby
Evening Star And One Clear Call For Me

Ozymandias, King of Kings
La Gloire de la France
A Streetcar Named Desire
When Johnnie Comes Marching Home Again, Hurrah, Hurrah
Asculum, 279 B.C.

The Playfields of Eton
Honor Among Thieves
Birds of a Feather Flock Together
On The Road To Mandalay
Three Penny Opera

Pomes Pennyeach
Do No Go Gentle Into That Dark Night
Alcoholics Anonymous
Leaves of Grass
Glass Houses

Diamonds Are A Girls Best Friends
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
The Diary of Anne Frank
The Holy Bible
The Holocaust
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Stalingrad
Kennst Du Das Land Wo Die Zitrönen Blumen?
JFK KILLED IN DALLAS
RFK KILLED IN LOS ANGELES
Are You Running With Me, Jesus?
Observe The Posted Speed Limit
Get Your Kicks on Route 66

Le Boucher
The End Is Near
In an Emergency Remain Seated Until Help Arrives
Ludice
Que Será Será
I Would Found a University As A Place Where Instruction Could

Be Offered In Any subject
Smoke Kools
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The Seduction of Hummingbirds

For Molly Sullivan

Birds
in their migratory flight

observe no boundries
pledge no allegiances

pay no exit fees
Or landing taxes;

they disdain customs declarations,
and scatter embarcation forms in their turbulent wake.
And in his flight of 12,000 miles

the Arctic tern
Flies pole-to-pole

without layovers and refueling.
Even the tiny hummingbird crosses the Gulf from Texas
(To the confoundation of ornithologists,

knowledgeable in their measurements
of hummingbirds’

Astronomical metabolical expenditures
of energy

and accounting for their voracious raids
On the honeysuckled

wells of nectar
in hollyhocks,

Yet finding no scientific basis for such limitless flights)
without rest or restoration.

Where do the Texas Rubythroats go
When they leap

the Big Bend
When they leap beyond and over borders

And boundaries
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without backpacks, rucksacks, or luggage
Or high-protein or vitamin-filled capsules

to swallow
In the dark night

flights against the Gulf?
In its efficient flight,

the Arctic Tern
can consume its flesh

But the fierce wings of hummingbirds,
swinging faster than the eye,

consumes more than
the breast can give!

What power can increase
a thousandfold

and what desire
burning bright

in the hearts of hummingbirds
Compells them

to answer the call
in the dense jungles

of Yucatan?
Can the sweeter essences

of flowers
at the equator

seduce the
flickering tongues of hummingbirds?
And does the energy

from the honey
fire their matings

and
their colossal collisions?

They do not hold back;
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they save no part of themselves
for the return to Texas summers

Or a rainy day in Corpus Christi—
indeed, there are no rainy days

in the lives of hummingbirds
(no rain and

no days).
Nor do they short-change themselves

with hummingbirds
they can not love—

For hummingbirds
do not

smash
into each other

in their near-fatal embrace
for the love of dying,

but
rather for the dying of love!

Hummingbirds carry no armor over their wounded hearts;
Apply no mercurichrome pads to their slashed sensibilities;
And from the impact that leaves them senseless

on the jungle floor,
They never recover to withhold their ardor;

For in their colossal confusion
They open softly their ruby throats

and mutely whisper
“Yes, I will, yes!”

(Fall 1979)
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Leakey’s New Skull

His eyeless sockets stare
unblinkingly

At me
across several centuries

Maybe
a couple millenia

Even.
His lipless words grin
At me;

I lean over to hear:
Dammit!

a truck on Washington Road
Backfired!
What went on there?
I asked;
I couldn’t hear,
He said something
Like, “Animal sex
Disgusts me!”
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Dad, your Heart Attack

Dad, your heart attack
killed my immortality myth:

I saw myself years hence
sharing your oxygen tent;

The digitalis dripping from plastic bottles
on sky hooks:

Your nose-tubes made me gag—
This was no picnic on the grass!

No more a man-about-town ogling the miniskirted girls;
No more sneaking out at night for drinks

at the Pastime Café:
The neon lights
no longer blinked on-and-off,

on-and-off;
Dad, your last present to me was your death—

and my own!
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The Boy is Father to the Man

The man I grew to be
Is the man I hoped to be,
And bore out old wives tale:
The boy is father to the man.
Both the artist and the boy
Must mimic human nature:
No mother ever bore a man.

The man I grew to be?
My father was a lecher:
His son made one better.





Part III
“A” For Angel and

Other Poems
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Reading Allen Verbatim

In Memory of Allen Ginsburg (1926-1977)

Allen’s lexicon: Loose bowels,
drugged minds, stiff cocks, and ecstasies;
mind-fucks, mantras, Gitas, Buddhas,
Vajrasattvas, Bombay, Banares, Jakarta,
Katmandu, . . .

In long elliptical orbits, he circles
the universe in polyverse: a pink sun
illuminating city nights.

On the podia of academia,
a bearded guru
or Jewish Elmer Gantry
peers over his glasses,
preaches everybody is his own Buddha.
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“A” for Angel

I saw you today.
No, you didn’t see me;
Or, rather, you saw me
Without seeing me.

You were very fine today.
Never seen you so radiant.
I had to touch you
To believe you were you.

I touched you today.
No, you didn’t me;
Or rather, you touched me
Without touching.

Remember?
I touched your soft curly hair
To see if it were real
And your eyes sparkled with suppressed laughter

at the very idea!
Yet I touched you
And made you laugh!

You were in Seattle
San Francisco and Syracuse
And Cincinnati.
You had just washed your hair
And were dressing to go to work
And to the grocery and the mall,
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And school.
You were in Trois Soeurs
And Saló and Sandymount
And Chelsea.
You had just dried your hair
And put on the white blouse
That I saw you at work
And at Shop-Rite and Quaker Bridge Mall,
And at 42nd Street CUNY.

You were walking down Donnelly
And in Russell Square and the Jardin du Luxemburg
And probably Telegraph Avenue near Moe’s
When I asked you the way
And saw the pink V of your throat
At the top of your blouse
And your long black hair gleeming
In the late summer sun.

I watched your black-stockinged legs
As you walked down Main Street and the Hauptstrasse
And maybe Fleet Street
To catch the train and bus and airplane
Or subway to Grand Central Station
And Victoria and Gare St. Lazare
And I watched you while you entered my compartment
And the car next to me and the cabin
Or possibly sat at the next table
And crossed your legs.
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You were perhaps finer then than ever.
And since you do not allow yourself approval
You allow me that privilege beyond all bounds.
And when I ask myself why,
Since you do not know me,
I am unable to know why,
Unless your need for me
Approaches my need for you
And my appreciation.

That was when I touched you.
Remember?
You were bending over to pick up something you lost
And I saw it just as you reached out for it
And our hands touched!
I was thrilled.

I wanted to say—
But how does one say—
I love you
To someone
If you don’t even know her name?
And how does one say
I love you
In your language?
Te amo?
Je t’aime?
Ich liebe Dich?
From the very first moment
I knew that you knew!
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I knew by the way you walked
And the way you combed your hair
And crossed your legs
Or put on lip-stick
Or buttoned your blouse
And later when I touched you
Or even earlier when you chose my compartment
And cabin and table
Ignoring all others
To be with me.

And even before I saw you
I knew you would come this way—
Unannounced, silently, no-name—
An arrival long postponed
And a departure so swift
Slipping away
Just when the chimes began
And the voices of children
Filled the square.

You almost missed the boat!
I had already hoisted sail
When I saw your skirt flying down the pier,
Your gossamer blouse billowing in the wind
Off the Bay of Biscayne and Lake Union
And off the Gulf or Golden Gate
And Lake Michigan at 65th
Or Barnegat.
The boat already rigged,
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I had nothing to do
But watch you step in—
Your slim bare legs looked so fragile
Silhouetted against the dark deck mahogany.
And you fluttered on board like a wind-blown butterfly
Atop a waving leaf or flower.

And there you climbed
Right up the ladder
To the crow’s nest
Out the spar
And rose straight up
Like an osprey
And hurled yourself straight down
Into the sea.

You were magnificient!
And never finer.
Or more appreciated.
As you rose straight out of the sea
Shedding water off your soft wings—
The wings of all your loves—
As the voices of the children
Our very own
Rose with you to fill the sky.

Yet I saw you again today
As you walked to the train and underground
And subway and airplane
Or jogging through the park
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And swimming in the Community Pool
In your pink see-thru swim-suit.

You were eating an oyster stew
In the Union Bar
And drinking an espresso
On St. Germain
And Cafe Mediterranean
Or Manganaros
Or that coffee bar in Madrid
Or that Italian place on MacDougal
Where we saw Dominique Sanda’s
Naked blonde body just as she looked in films.

You were wearing your school skirt and blouse
And carrying your valise and attache case
Under your flight uniform or business suit
And in your purse and pocket book
Or book bag,
You took out your note-book
And began copying
In your childish scrawl:
I love you—
And in every language!

It was then our hands touched—
When I took your copy-book
And wrote in it:
“A” for angel!
And you are, Angel!
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You deserve that A
And more!
No one works so hard
And asks for so little!
It is my secret Angel
And your miracle?
You make me happy Angel!
And everytime!
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For the Fantasy Function Friend

Not for the housekeeperly contribution
Nor for her perplexed prostitution
Nor for even the shattered solitude

She looses on us,
But for the fantasy function friend.

No dream is really sane,
And from the top of the dream,
Are they not, at bottom, all insane?
(Though, the bottom’s not the same.)

Speculation: Flesh
(as we roll the foil)

Is figment for the dream?

And I am mad
(if I am mad)

Not for the flesh
(if flesh it be)

But for the dream—
That fantasy function friend!
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This Horse-Shit World

It’s no sense pretending.
I know the smell.
Look up there
On the throne!
The law of gravity says:
It’s gotta land on us.
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Sally’s Eyelash

No poet yet has penned her,
Nor eternal lines rime her.
But the curve of Sally’s eyelash
Is poetry.
And the curve of Sally’s eyelash
Is poetry enough for me.
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More than a Hundred Consecutive
Lines Composed on a May Day

My judgements are mature.
His are immature.
Change the world.
Your underwear then.
I don’t want anything for myself.
I don’t want anything but money, honey.
You give me everything but love, baby.
There are realities, and realities.
Who dares affirm his own?
Other people’s reality is bogus.
Language is an instrument of war.
Use it to impose your reality on other people.
Succeed, and you will be recognized-desperate!
All utterances imply control.
He cleared his chords.
If only control of the chords he chimed.
The problem of love is to find someone you can love.
That is, a love object.
To reduce someone to the status of an object is sadism.
Love is sado-masochistic madness.
All the poets have it.
There’s one thing about you which disgusts me.
What’s zat, baby, a smile flicked his lips.
Well—it’s your acting like a beast all the time!
Did he tell you that you are a flower?
The beast!
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Freud was right about one thing.
Money is shit.
Anyone wanting freedom must like it.
Eating it was the first taboo
What a pity for man!
He never regains paradise
All men are cast out.
We are all out-casts.
Some have not heard the terrible tidings.
An artist must have a strong nose, and a taste for it.
They put Pound in jail, didn’t they?
What makes you an ounce better than he?
Life is a hard habit to break.
The neurotic bears his anxieties.
The poet loves his.
Fear is the residual, muddy bottom emotion

of the masses.
There is no limit to it.
It is insane to focus on one emotion, or none.
The philosopher kings abstained.
Those grand impertinences: Elizabeth Regina and Jacqueline

Vagina!
That whore death sleeps with everyone, yet never sleeps.
Reason always sleeps, always alone.
The reasoners are the masturbators.
Only insanity is pure.
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Je T’Adore

A fine product, you must smell
to thoroughly enjoy. Try it
sometime. and remember: je t’adore
rimes with shut the door . Always keep
a supply of Je t’adore on hand
for unexpected overnight guests
unwashed and smelly they might be.
Remember, Love thy neighbor!
and remember this: It is easier with

Je t’adore!

Buy it by the cord when relatives visit:
It makes good firewood too,
Giving off much heat if little light!
And if you are undecided about a house
whether to build with brick or wood,
settle it with

Je t’adore

For then, when your house burns
down, you will enjoy the romantic
fragrance of

Je t’adore
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That heavenly aroma that turns
a house burning into a sensuous
pleasure instead of the tragedy
many burning homes are thought to be.
So for many, many reasons—

Je t’adore

Vraiment!
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All your Treasures

Your interior beauty
Admits no candle light
To illuminate it.
Its deep darkness
Conceals a mystery:
All your treasures
I will not live to see
Are hoarded up for what?
What might that be?
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Don’t Ask Me What You Said

(In Memory of Ruth Crawford)

You talk
And I see an object.
Your long hair.
The flush along the throat.
The excitement of the eyes.
I saw the sun set
Listening to you.
(Don’t ask me what you said.)
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Love’s Old Song (and Dance)

I told a girl in New Orleans
That I would love her true;
And when I loved in New Orleans
I thought that would be true,
But now that I have you, dear,
That’s a promise that I rue.
And since I love you I can say:
That I will love you true.
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I Love You

Say that I am old,
Say that I am gray,
Say that my teeth are not my own,
and I will agree
It’s true,
Say that I am on my last legs,
But add,
I still love you.
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Love Letter to Mickey

A dream of years:
The lost years;
And a dream of love:
The lost love

I met you at the Cincinnati YWCA
(Remember? you called it the Yecka Hotel!)
Oh, don’t ask why,
Don’t ask why we met there
(You have to meet somewhere
And so many years have gone by.)

You wore your fabulous brown knit
When I asked permisson to sit
Beside you, and kibbitz.
And when I asked to see your hand,
You held up five
Fingers for me to kiss.

(I took your hand in admiration
These thirty-odd years,
And never let go
Until, suddenly
You asked me to.)

And when we walked off
Hand-in-hand
Did your bridge partners
Know, or understand,
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What we were thinking of?
(Or did we? You were just twenty . . .)

What did those big eyes see?
And what made you drop your cards
To wander off with me
On a journey that never ended—
That will never end for me?

I called you a “Good-time Charlie”
Who went swimming with me at Coney
And dancing on top of the Island Queen
But would not get serious
(Isn’t that a laugh?)

Or, walking hand-in-hand
The Streets of Cincinnati
A night we paused to see
The bridal gowns on display
In “Jenny’s Window.”—O Gee!
Could that have been me
Reflected in your saucer-sized
Soft and loving hazel eyes?

Remember the time I walked home
All night after giving up the last trolley
For just one last look at you?
You kept waving at me down the street
Standing in a moon-light night,
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But I could not leave, you see?
And I still haven’t left you my sweet
In all these thirty years now complete;
Yet never will our children greet
Me as you used to:

“With eyes of dew
Shafted through,
Love light
Shining true.”

Yes, I held your hand, too,
When they came
And when they grew
Too big for me or you.

Yes, they grew too big
For me to carry
The way I used to do:
“Piggy-back,
Daddy, carry me!”

And the years grew, too
Big to carry on our backs
The way we used to,
Yet they too cry out
“Carry me!”
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Those thirty years we hurried by
(Can thirty years have gone by?)
And do we have just memories
Of immortalty to guide us by?

Then mine will be just this:
As I die, I sit beside
You one last time,
And kibbitz:
Will you let your fingers five fly
So I can hold your hand
One last time?

And may I not as well die,
Dreaming, the last kiss
For the hand that I
Loved, and held so tenderly
In all my dreams?

For I might as well die
Happily in that dream
As wretchedly live a lie
And pretend that I
Ever could live without those big eyes
Watching and loving me:

For what is life if not a dream?
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Kissing Flowers

In a garden of roses,
where we crept, unfolded
a flower—the tenderness

of a first kiss!
Delicate and enduring

without ardor
I taste your bruised lips

as roses touch
crushed petals;

and when Venus
Brought trembling lips

to budding rose,
how did the garden kiss
change your girlish innocence?
Two friends found kissing flowers
Catches two kissing souls afire!
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And give his own and take his own
And rule in his own right;

. . . .

There’s not a bird of day that dare
Extinguish that delight.

From A Last Confession by W. B. Yeats

A Windy Night

I taste thy faint sweet breath
Like a honey-bee at blooming
Trapping nectar-dust in rose sacs.
I feel thy firm sweet breasts
Like a kissing babe at borning
Suckling mother’s milk ambrosia.
Smell thy fond sweet treats
Sniffing fawn-like at the spawning
Sensing the doe’s aphrodisia.
I see thy fount, sweet tears,
Like the falling dew at dawning
Dipping in sensate lilac sacs.
I hear thy faint sweet cries
Echoing immortal longings
Welling impenitent soul sacs.
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The Jug of Love

Who pleasured me most, lovely lass
Of all that with me lay?
I answer that you think me crass,
I loved so casually
And many winsome wench I won
And at night I barely can see.

For full I found the jug of love,
And I have drunk so greedily;
I stagger here and there about
And at night I barely can see.

But lend me your hands, my sweet lass
And I will search my memory;
And don’t mind me if I lean on thee
At night when I can barely see.

Don’t mind me if I lean on thee
and I will search my memory
But damned if I have ever seen
One hundredth pretty as thee
And damned if I have ever seen
One hundredth pretty as thee.

Your lips full as your blouse I see
And while I drank ever so free
I spilt a drop upon your dress
And some run down your knee
But here I stagger there about
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And at night I can barely see
So lend me your hands, my sweet lass,
While I busily am wiping your knee.

Don’t mind me if I lean on thee
And I will search my memory
But damned if I have ever seen
One hundredth pretty as thee
And damned if I have ever seen

One hundredth pretty as thee.
Your eyes full as your thighs I see
And while I drank ever so free
I spilt a drop upon your dress
And some run down upon your breasts
But here I stagger there about
And at night I can barely see
So lend me your hands, my sweet lass,
While I busily am wiping your breasts.

Yes, full I found the jug of love
And many winsome wench I won
As my hand wiped her breast
And many winsome wench I won
And my hand not nearly so free
As when busily wiping your breasts.

Don’t mind me if I lean on thee
And I will search my memory
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But damed if I have ever seen
One hundredth pretty as thee
But damed if I have ever seen
One hundredth pretty as thee

Yes, full I found the jug of love
Yet not full as your eyes I see
And while I drank greedily
I have saved three drops for thee
And while I drank so greedily
I have saved three drops for thee.

Who pleasured me most, lovely lass,
Of all that with me lay?
I answer that you think me crass,
I loved so casually
And many winsome wench I won
And at night I barely can see.

But lend me your hands, my sweet lass,
And I will search my memory;
And don’t mind me if I lean on thee
To-night for I can barely see!

Yet full I found the jug of love
Yet not full as your eyes I see
And while I drank so greedily
I have saved three drops for thee
And while I drank so greedily
I have saved three drops for thee.
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Don’t mind me if I lean on thee,
And I will search my memory
But damned if I have ever lain
One hundred and one as thee
And damed if I have ever lain
One hundred and one as thee.

Yes, full I found the jug of love
Yet not full as your love I see
And while I drank so greedily

I savoured three drops with thee
And while I drank so greedily
I savoured three drops with thee.
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Biography of a Young Girl

Sexuality of young girls.
Chaste girls.
Blue minskirt and cadmium orange coat
hung on that skinny girl, there, with
Bony knees. See her?
Oozes sex. Legs wrap around.
What is she laughing at?
Chews gum. Nervous.
What is she waiting for?
Why does she wait?
She doesn’t know.
In a year or two some boy will whisper in her ear:
Tomorrow and forever.
Then she will know.
Then she will know:
Sex-play, sex, marriage, sex-without-play, house
Neighbor, babies, swollen breasts and swelling belly,
Sex-play, divorce, booze, promiscuity, red-dyed hair,
Grandchildren; lumpy breasts,
Man-less manipulator of pots and prams,
Worried, yet withstanding all,
Even loss of youth, beauty, teeth, and her man.
(No man shall have dominion . . . .)
Skin sags over knobby knees now
Covered by long skirts and elastic hose.
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Nolo Tangere

A Poem for Bobbi

Have a Havana, mon vieux.
Will it be Martell’s or Fundador?
Come. We can be comfortable here
In the library
With my first editions.
You hold my greatest coup.
Manuscript of Steven’s Sunday Morning.
Cost a mint. Holly Stevens
Wept when she gave that up.
And laughed when I handed her mine.
Still unpublished.
I dedicated it to Bobbi.
You remember my last wife?
I had a sculpture of her
Fired by Frµere Pander.
Here she is! Enscounced
On that pedestal.
Around the eyes see
The finger marks?
All over the thighs
You can count forays
His fingers made.
There she sits,
As if pleased by the filthy
Manipulations of his fingers!
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Is it plaster or clay?
May I touch?
Of course, I understand.
It might break.

In museums I would touch
(when the guard turned his head)
A Rodin or Degas
(in the spots everyone did)
Like some Pygmalion
Lending a vital spark.

Is it still wet?
Where are the shiny spots?
Why those darkened eyes?
Why have no fingers traced
The line left by Pander’s chisel?
Oh!
I see the sign . . .
Do not touch the sculpture.
No thanks! No more brandy.
Join the ladies?
Go ahead.
I want to finish this havana.
Do you mind?

Thanks for the havana, old man.
Yes, I prefer Fundador.
Shall we take it in the library?
I see many, many fine thngs
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That were not here before.
First editions only I bet!
The Ms. of Steven’s Sunday Morning.
What happened to your own?
I recall the dedication.
Isn’t that Bobbi’s bust
Enscounced on the pedestal?
You had it fashioned by Frµere Pander
Did you not? Around the eyes—
Those darkling orbs—
I see his finger marks;
All over the bursting breasts
And bulging thighs
I count the forays
His fingers made.
There she sits.
You can trace the lines
Left by Pander’s chisel.
See those shiny spots?
People pinch Bobbi’s boobs!
No! No! Don’t touch!
Can’t you see the sign?
Do not touch the sculpture.
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“Virgin” Mary

“Virgin” Mary was a whore
She don’t sleep here any more
When she gave him Jesus’s name
She put every one of us to shame.
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A Venting of Spleen

You are a semi-invalid
Creeping round here
Like a half-live thing!

I screamed.
Why can’tcha go to bed
Rest up and get well
Like everybody else who’s sick
Instead of drag-assing
Around here like a corpse?

I demanded.
You’re afraid to crawl in bed—
Afraid you’ll croak.
Well, that dodge won’t work
Because there’s plenty that die on their feet

I pointed out
You don’t want to get well, really.
What you really want is pity.
Well, you have it!
I pity you! I pity you! I pity you!

I cried.
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Quelle Heure Est-Il?

Life is a clock.
We can’t tell the time.
Is it a quarter to twelve?
Or a little past nine?
Life is a gamble,
We play to win,
But if we lose,
We can’t play again!

C’est La Vie!
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For Sure

For sure we know
Not when nor where
Nor why nor how
But—
We know for sure.
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Speak not Death

Speak not death!
Stay thy nagging tongue!
Withdraw thy withering arm
While I play a cheerful song.
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A Mouse’s Demise

A mouse about to die
Makes one regret the lie
Of immortality.
(Why, O why, must he die?)

To hasten his demise
I mixed in cheddar cheese . . .
I’ll let you guess!
A nasty thing to do?
But wouldn’t you
If he nibbled your shoe?

I bear that mouse no malice.
All life hangs in shaky balance,
Against age, disease, or execution
By omnipotent hands mixing poison.

(El Cerrito, Spring 1965)
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The Future of a Gesture

The futility of death mock that of life;
We die not for justice but nature’s laws.
Quite apart from the question
Of the futility of any gesture,
Only men capable of madness
Dream of effect and cause
Beyond the very morning’s dream.
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The Day They Explode the Bomb

The day they explode the bomb
I will take my geiger-counter
To Island Gamma Zero
And fish in a silver sea
Free of contaminant.

I will snare a sea bass
And suck fish flesh
For nourishment.

From my strand of sand
I will gaze at sky and star
Forget science
And take care
To obliterate MC2.
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Civilization Crested

Our castle on a hill looked down
On bay-bridge and little town
Tinsel bright in silver webbing
Spun by dying sun bequeathing
Chill shadow to gulley and mound.
Civilization crested at a far ridge

and ebbed.
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Fumes of Morpheus

Somewhere in the night
My arms sought your
Limp body grown taut
Muttering . . . hadda dream . . .
Forget about what . . .
Then Morpheus took us,
And held us tight.
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Woman Woos

-1-

Ovaries open
Woman woos
Minds of men, O.

-2-

Tube triumphant
Elicits love’s
Explicit wants, O.

-3-

The vorpal blade
Sheathed, snickers:
Impotent salvo!

-4-

More than minds
Woman woos
That token salve, O!
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Thought for Mickey

Honey,
I like your shape
Once pulled tight
Hourglass-like,
Now quite ripe
But still alright

for Sunday outings.
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All my Fidelities

All my infidelties
Have been justified
By me, but my fidelities?
They have not been justified
By either of us:
One must not be faithful
To infidelity.
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America, Sing Me Your Song (1970)

America, I do not sing for you.
I sing for joy!
For the joy of sucking
Air into musty atrophied lungs
And exploding into melodies
Of self-harmony.

America, I do not sing for you.
I sing for joy!
Hear my song?
Let me hear your song!
Let me hear the harmony of your masses.
Inflate your musty atrophied lung
And fill the air with melodies
Of human harmonies.

America, I do not sing for you.
I sing for joy!
Hear my song!
I want to hear your song too!
I hear the ratty-tat-tat of your rivets.
I hear the terrifying rush of your supersonic everything.
I hear the jingle-jangle of the cash drawer.
And I hear the crushing, tearing of your war-machine.
But that is not what I want to hear.
I want to hear your throaty voices.
The song of your babies.
The whispers of your lovers.
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The whistling of the wind in the beach grass.
Lend me your ears!
I want to hear:
The waving of your flowers in the fields.
The sighs of your women’s happiness.
The sounds of the doves in the mornings’ grass.

America, I do not sing for you.
I sing of you!
This is your song.
Sing me your song!
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Where Would We Be Without
Attila the Hun?

God only knows how many people out there
Are cut off from their parents,
Absolutely alienated by

materialism, jobism,
Mother-or-Daddy-knows-bestism
Their nine-to-heart-attack devotion to duty
Their apathy yes, their sexlessness,
Their early closing of unopened doors
Their detouring of untraveled roads
Their sitting around on their asses
Even as they are riding around in their cars
Barely even stepping out for a squint at Grand Canyon,
Porn and pimping on Eight Avenue and 42nd Street,
The very last redwood tree in California,
John Brown’s body, Linda Lovelace, Mohammed Ali’s
Last fight, Pike’s Peak, an ivory-billed woodpecker,
(or any other kind of pecker)
The Everglades National Desert,
Old Unfaithful, The Last Mohican,
The last Pelican,
The last Pecan
(At a thousand dollars per ounce.)

Do you blame me for leaving all that behind
And dumping all that crap
In the very last
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Earth-fill
In the
U.S.A.
The U.S. was conquered by mainly European whites
In a dirty fight against the mainly native peoples
That had lived off the land
Those several eons
Before.
These conquistadors were later called pioneers
And they sacrificed their comfort to go out and kill.
Are you willing to do less?
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Blasphemies

God, Thou knowest
My need for Thee.
Help me know Thee,
And love people
Too, God. Help
Me. Help me
See Thee in them,
God, and to love
The frailities of flesh
Their cancers, their ulcers
Their running sores,
As manifestatons of Thy
Divine Will. Teach me
Thy Will invincible
In the drunks at the Public Library,
God, the lost and the lame
Bag ladies in their Con-Ed shelters
Underground, the dead and the dying
On the front steps of Penn Central
Station; teach me that these miserables
Are your Angels, Lord!
What matters that flies crawl
In and out of their mouths
When they sleep in Thy embrace?
If only they felt secure
When they wake of their worthiness
Of Your love. Why hidest it
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From us God? Didn’t You give us
All that heavenly booze
In the first place?
Weren’t we there together
In the garden, when Lilith
Brought us the grape,
And you winked it OK,
Just before You administered the boot?
It’s still sore there, God,
But thanks for reminding us
Who’s Boss.
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I Saw My Obituary in the
New York Times

I saw my obituary in the New York Times.
It was all there: my native state
Noted for beautiful horses, fast women, bourbon, and ‘baccy
(In that order!); pall-bearer for Frankie
At nine; then Herb Kelly followed
When we went to Paducah for the summer.

Yes, it was all there:
I died at 9, 11, 18, 24, 28, 36, 38, 52, and now.
Some would say it was a long life of dying!
Yes, it was all there:
My induction into the U. S. Navy in World War II,
When I had just turned eighteen,
And next, when Daddy suddenly died in Cincinnati General,
I raced 300 miles across Ohio
To get there in time for his last words.
They were: “Carl, I’m going to die!”
It was one time he told the truth,
And that scared the shit out of me.
I practically never died again
On account of it. As he smoked
His last cigarette, I watched
The tip glow red hot in the oxygen tent.
It waxed and waned like the neon lights
Of Daddy’s beloved Pastime Café,
Before the nurse grabbed it, she screamed,
“You’ll blow us to Kingdom-Come, Mr. Faith!”
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And Daddy just shrugged—
The way he shrugged at everything.

It’s as hard to die shrugging at every thing
As it’s hard living shrugging at everything.
I tried but I couldn’t do it.
I even gave up smoking after that
But started up again when Mama died.
Cigarettes make shrugging easier
(Smoking is a kind of shrug—
Cancer kills, they say.)

Hell, it’s easy to die:
I’ve done it thousands of times.
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Who am I?

(For Molly)

I have short black hair
And turned up nose,
Who could I be
Do you suppose?

I bat my eyes
And gnash my teeth,
Who could I be?
Tell me pleeth!

I play the recorder
And the piano, too,
Who could I be?
I’ll never tell you!

I have four sons:
One named Zeno.
Who could I be?
Wouldn’t you like to know?

My given name is Mary.
Oh, that’s not jolly,
Like the name I prefer!
Look, the name’s not Polly:
You can guess it by Golly!
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Nobody Loves You Like I Do

For James Wright In Memoriam

The blooming bush in Molly’s drive
Exudes its exquisite perfume.

As I bend down to collect its fragrance
Rombom stretches out to greet me.

His fierce yellow eyes loom up
Perfect circles in the darkness.

In adoration I rub noses with him.
Out of the corner of my eye

I watch you purring on the front porch.
Nobody loves you like I do.
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A Lover’s Lament

In the lull after lunch,
Mondays we make love
In the laundromat
Because we can’t find a place.

Tuesdays there’s no love
When the children stay up
Staring at us on the couch
From the top of the stairs.

After your class at Community College
And before your son comes home
From kindergarten, Wednesdays
We fuck for an hour.

We visit the apartment of a friend,
Thursdays, but can’t come—
You are uneasy in a strange bed.

And why should we thank God for Fridays
When we are too busy even for lunch—
and, besides, you have vaginitus, don’tcha?

Saturdays are filled with children, and your
Girl friends, but there is one consolation:
Bruce doesn’t show because he owes you dough.
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Sundays are swell:
You drive to New York
To see your ex-mother-in-law,
While I get culture at the Princeton Museum of Art.
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I’ve Got the Sublimation Blues

I’ve got the sublimation blues
I ain’t been getting my screws
And, Baby, that ain’t news.
Two, four, six, eight,
Man, we gonna sublimate!

Sublimation blues, sublimation blues
Sublimation blues,
Sublimation blues.

I’ve got them sublimation blues
‘Cause your body is no use
Since yu won’t pay yur dues.
Two, four, six, eight
Man, do you sublimate!

You gone off to Mercer College
For educatonal knowledge
And you won’t take the time,
To play around with mine!

Sublimation blues, sublimation blues
I’ve got the sublimation blues
And, Baby, that ain’t news.,
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You scurry class to class
But won’t give your ass
I can’t have my jazz
Because you gotta pass.

Sublimation blues, sublimation blues
Man, I’ve got the sublimation blues,
And, Baby, that ain’t news.
Two, Four, Six, Eight,
Hey, Baby, sublimate!
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Sunday Morning

(For Molly’s Bloom)

The chimes from the church
Drown out not the moans—
The low orgasmic cries
Of the woman on her bed.

Nor do the cries of the gulls
Stealing a yearling’s clam
Divert the grateful weeping
Of this happy human.

And the fall warblers
In their colorful profusion
Flit from tree to tree
Outside her unseeing window.

For Molly is too busy to see or hear
Sights or sounds outside herself:
She is busy washing the menstrual blood
From the conjugal sheets on her bed.

There, flows a stream of herself—
Stronger than Whitman’s, Swifter than Wordsworth’s,
And gentler than all the scribes.
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The Crazy House

We got there by doing this and that,
Riding the Suburban Bus to New York,
Pigging out at Manganaro’s,
Walking hand-in-hand up Ninth,
Sitting close together at a matinee,
Looking at shop windows on Fifth Avenue,
Taking in Picasso at the Modern,
Guzzling coffee and cake in the Sculpture Garden Cafeteria
Before the start of the five o’clock movies.

Or, maybe, by racing downtown
an hour before the Strand Bookstore closes

And transporting our bright new purchases
Across Washington Square
To Cafe Reggio
Where we would order a cappucino

for 50 cents.
And hide out in some snug corner chair
And watch other people’s ives
While they watched ours.

Yes, there was much for them to see—
We were a striking pair:
Tall, almost statuesque, yet soft
And always laughing between crying
Because we couldn’t help it—
We were feeling so much.

Sometimes you would kiss me
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And I would ask what for
As if I didn’t know.

And then we would try to read our Strand books
But never got past the first pages
Because life was so much more interesting
When your girl has one hand
Under the table
Trying to unzip
Your fly.

And it would go on that way
In the Metropolitan Museum
Or anywhere we got an unguarded room,
Once we almost had our unzippered fuck

in Soho
Right after we had gorged ourselves at Food.

You know, half the fun was watching ourselves
Reflected in the store windows
Or in the glass frames of the masters—
Better than a home movie

we made collages out of Cezannes,
Rembrandt, Hals, Vermeers,
Monets, Pissaros, Klees.

And that famous Modigliani nude which you
. . . later modelled for me in your elongated torso.

We even made collages of Matisse’s collages—
Or wherever we happened to cast our locked images
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Against—The Peasant Girl at the Door
Or Suzannah at the Bath,
The Man with the Hoe
Or a Petit Dejeuner Sur L’Herb
(Lucky Herb!)
Maybe the Cathedral of Notre Dame
Or Waterloo Bridge
Even The Beheading of Lady Jane (Grey)
And especially those late Turners
Whose colors bled over the canvass
Just as we were
But paid . . . no mind.

We hardly ever paid anything—
The kind of fun we had
Couldn’t be bought
Because craziness
Was the price of admission.

And we were real—
The kind of craziness
Of loving too much,
Of doing . . . crazy things
That tried to match the crazy feelings,
The excessive emotion,
Like the lush paintings in the museums—
The Renoirs and Turners
And the Fauvists’s green skies and red grass—
Matched our own excesses, and egged us on.
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And we laughed at the puzzled looks of the “culture-vulture”
Who declared “I don’t understand it”
When he tried to work through Picasso
As if it were the Cross Word Puzzle
Of the New York Times.

Life is so stingy
If you are not in love,
And so kind if you are—
As if you could understand a painting
If you were not in love!

You could get arrested for exposing yourself
In PUBLIC PLACES
If you were not already in
The Crazy House.

Oh, we were certifiable,
You explained to people watching me hopping
One-legged in a Bucks County Fair—
I had just signed myself out of
New Jersey Neuro-Psychiatric.
You went on “It’s easier on the family
That way—they don’t feel so much guilt
When you do it yourself,” you assure them.
As your finger pointed to a non-existent brain
With your eyes crossed
To make certain that they got the hint
. . . . of FUTURE EVENTS.
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And, “So what if I’m crazy?”
I asked you,
“I didn’t get here by myself—
You drove me all the way to
The Crazy-House called Love.”

Whether driven or not,
We had arrived at that Place
Where we could not leave the other alone,
And we could not live together; The Crazy-House.

We were two high-tension wires—
Perfectly safe when hung in parallel,
But everybody knows what happens
When crossed:
They sizzle and sizzle and sizzle and
S—I—Z—Z—L—E
And emit a dazzling light
Before they fizzle out.
Did it start the time we saw the M¶³ros?
Remember the burnt-out burlaps?
But we didn’t heed the warning, did we?

Or did it start at your desk
Upstairs in the Public Library
When you were just twenty-two
And married to a would-be preacher
Who didn’t know the first thing
About Irish broads.
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Your hair was almost red then
Well, auburn with that red halo
That hangs around your oval face:

You were no angel
But a goddess, at least, and
Wore a cupid’s bow smile
All the time I oggled
What you later called your “bawd”.

You made me see that it’s not lying
That makes life tragic
But rather not loving.
(For the Greeks, the ony tragedies
Were defects of character
Of another kind!)

We walked up Fifth Avenue to see the Míros
(Our very first time!) and you—
Who were so shy that you blushed at everything—
The things that I said, and the things that I did not say!—
Surprised me by not taking your hand back
Even after it got sweaty
Because you came embalmed—
Encased in a sloppy sweater
Your father gave you
So that nobody could guess what was hiding
Underneath: How was I supposed to know
That after four years of marriage,
You were still a virgin?
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I stupidly promised you a cure
Forgetting Mark Twain’s observation:
We are the only animals that blush
Or who need to.

What about you did I love most?
Was it the “I-can-see-you-but
You-can’t-see-me” mentality?
It was lovely,
And you were lovely, and
Young and innocent
(I was staggered to find how innocent!)
And your pale, sometimes dark, blue
Dazed and dazzling almonds
(Now five dollars a pound)
Peered out at the bewilderment
Called the World.

We went on top of the Six-Six-Six
To look at it. Remember?
You drank two glasses of white wine
And never were drinks drunk so slowly—
We held onto our glasses
The way we held onto the day:
Our First Day.

We traced the headlights of cars down Fifth Avenue
As they came in waves released from

the traffc lights above
Sixtieth Street.
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We’d pick out one car until it turned
Or maybe another car as it floated majestically

down the Avenue
While we squeezed hands on top of your knees.

It was our Bridal Night—
On the Town!
Not for a quickie in a midtown motel,
Or even a longie in a turnpike flop-joint:
Oh, no, we didn’t do anything!
We never focussed—
We just floated,
And walked around dazed
Trying to find the meaning
Of our crazy love
We didn’t know what
To do about
Or with.



Part IV
La Côte de New Mexico

á Las Cruces
and Other Poems
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Our Nada who art in Nada
Sur la Côte de Texas

—Apollinaire

La Côte de New Mexcio á Las Cruces

-1-

Apollinaire,
If you think Corpus Christi, Texas
is no place to be
at Christmas time
(or any other time),
then wait until you get to
La Côte de New Mexico!

-2-

Wait until you get to
the never-ending desert,
the white sands between Alamogordo
and Las Cruces
where it never rains but blows
the sands into every crevice,
nook and cranny, into storms
that blot out the midday sun,
and you taste it in your food
months afterwards.
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-3-

Apollinaire,
I lied. There is no coast of New Mexico,
and very few rivers. The Rio Grande
is a Spanish joke on the gringo:
No es rio y no es grande!
You wake up in Las Cruces
just like the “Rio Grande”
With a parched throat.

-4-

Yet, Apollinaire,
you are there—everywhere!
There are more allergists
per million population there
than even in the Big Apple!
Well, maybe not exactly
pollen, but certainly dust.

-5-

Bertold Brecht wrote the best Western
and never saw the place,
“The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahogany.”
(His geography was shaky: mahogany
comes from Brazil, where they grow coffee
bananas, and hoontas or juntas.)
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His best line: I must have Whiskey
Or I will die. It is the truest truth
west of the Mississippi.
And East of it, too.

-6-

In Doris Brett’s “Heading West”
a character praises Arizona’s
stunted flora and fauna,
and says “nothing’s superfluous”,
and her heroine replied
“trees are not superfluous.”

-7-

The desert encourages a stunted mentality:
the manager of Luby’s Cafeteria in Las Cruces
complained that I was reading while I ate
and that he was going to charge me $3 per hour
for the use of the table and said that he’d charge
Albert Einstein (whom I had identified as the Saviour
of the Allies in World War II) the same,
which indicated that he didn’t even know
Einstein, and never heard of E = mc2,
even though an A-bomb was detonated
at the White Sands Proving Grounds
In Alamogordo, and the H-bomb was invented
in Las Alamos!
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-8-

What lives in the desert adapts or dies.
You don’t find Picasso or Dali
In the bookstores, because New Mexico
is already surreal.

-9-

“Everybody knows Apollinaire
went mad . . . under the blue,”
and “I went mad there too”
the very words of a poet,
Gilbert Sorrentino, who added,
“To live through this
is to live through anything.”

-10-

And this was living hell in Texas:
Hell, he never even made it to New Mexico!
Georgia O’Keefe played it cool in the Taos mountains
(right near Las Alamos!), and he
never made it to Las Cruces either,
where the sun shines every day
and the wind blows in your eyes,
your ears, and up your asshole.
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-11-

In Las Cruces, there’s nothing superfluous—
except a hardon. That made me appreciate
Sorrentino’s obsession in Texas:
“She was unbearably
nubile . . . where her slender legs join
in absolute silk.”
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I am a Hopper Nude

“East of the sun
And West of the moon,”—
I remember when
They first sang that tune

Today I turned again
to the sun

Sitting in a sunny room.
It is winter still

and the sun
Hovers just above the horizon.

Summer’s light is more dazzling
But the low

winter sun
Lets in more light.

I am a Hopper Nude
bathed in sun

And etched against
The artist’s white wall.

I rotate in my room
in the sun

Slowly, as on a spit
To share the light
With the side not lit.
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Isn’t this bias
to the sun

Better than the gloom
Eternal on the dark side

of the moon?
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Ghosts

Friends who died
Visit me at night
Father is his quiet self—
Chain-smoking as always
As he reads those “trashy novels”
As Mother called them.
“Even talks like a gangster,”
She complained to us.
And to Father’s secret
Satisfaction. Why else
Read Whodunits?
Mama, who read recipes
And the Bible, period,
Couldn’t know.

Frankie Haake’s red hair
Flames out in the water—
They found him in the Licking River,
That Saturday Mama said “No,
You can’t go swimming—too
Dangerous.” And she was right
About that, even if she was
Wrong about ‘shootem-ups’.

Mother also walks now—
Carrying her hospital sheet togas
Looking very much the Roman
Matron, and complains
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“They wake me up at 5 a.m.
And give me pills
So I can sleep!”
Then, she weeps,
“I want to go home—
I miss my things.”
She cried.
Mama’s sheets became a white,
White shroud. Once more
the Doctor parts us,
But this time

your sly promises
Impossible are left unkept
For time alone to keep.

I am wept awake
Gasping for air—
Frankie’s blue eyes
Have a fishy stare:
“Want out of here!”
I cried.

I race down the corridor
For one last look at Dad:
A bright orange glow
Flares up dangerously
In his oxygen tent;
As he puffs his last cig;
Like the neon lights
Of the Pastime Cafe
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He hung out in, the tip
Glows on and off—
On and off—
And finally
Off.

They are lying side-by-side
Now in Perpetual Care—
The Forest Lawn Home—
Not what Dad wanted
Nor Mama who liked
To stay home.

The nurses wept when Dad died,
And hundreds of friends
Walked around his casket
To admire his handsome
Remains, while Fred and I
Wept inconsolably
In the Family Room.
Surfacing for air
I strived to breathe—
As Frankie strove—
My head sunk deep,
Deep in the valleys
Of your soft, white flesh,
Except that an organdy blue
Pillow cradles my face, Mama,
In your place.
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Lament for Mama (1895-1964)

Since Mama died
Nobody has loved me.
Since they laid her in the grave,
Nobody has cared.
O, Sometimes I wonder why
We have to live alone
(So lonely without her)
And why she had to die.
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Tow-Away Zone

Across the street
From the Pink Flamingo Hotel
A broken-down jalopy
Sat there—a fish out of water;
It’s once polished, curved
Moldings had loosed
The windshield onto plastic
Seat cushions of striped vermillion—
A shattered but magnificent mosaic;
I thought of the ruined beauty
Of Pompei and ancient cities:
Bella Italia’s Rome, and Greece’s
Athena. And of the Appian Way:
La Strada.

A cat miowed inside
A garbage can, and
Rattled a tin of
Tuna against the
Corrugated zinc.

And a jazzy trumpet wailed,
The way Satchmo’s wailed,
Far off in
The deep purple
The daylight turned into.

Some Big Mama sang the Blues
In the Night, and next morning’s
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Clean-up crew came down
At dawn and
Towed the jalopy away.

May 1984
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The Snow Goose Reluctantly
Abandons her Injured Mate

Black, black, black days blinding the land
Black dwarf-stars and exploding crab nebulae
Fall back in space and blanket the once-ripe earth:
No more rose blooms on the cheeks of children
(And no more orange blossoms peeking out of window boxes.)

The fragrance of lilacs in June flails the night air.
No more smells of heliotrop or ozone after a summer’s rain.
No more daisies dancing on a sunlit hillside.
No more summers, no more springs
(And no more awakenings of the dead.)

The mocking bird’s moonlight sonatas fall silent:
No more aerobatic leaps for the stars
No more midair copulations
(The bridal wreath withers on the bathroom floor.)

Black, Black, black days without end or laughter
Endless black days without sun or love
No more thunderous clashes of the whooping cranes

(And no more dreams after February 7, 1975.)
Struggling to flee death
The injured snow goose falls back on the exhausted earth
(Perplexed, the snow goose abandons her lifelong mate.)
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My Very Own Greek Goddess

(For Molly Sullivan—on her 57th birthday)

Let me kiss!
Let me suck!
Your peach—
Velvety open,
And within reach!

I ain’t dumb
And I ain’t numb—
Open your plum!

Let me suck!
Let me kiss!
Your plum—
Nectars down
Your columns!

Down the Ionic pillars
That cradle plum—
Purplish-red plums
Running plumb amok!
O lover, let me suck!
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Life is a Baloney Sandwich

When I was a kid, my favorite sandwich—
Baloney on rye with lots of mustard.
Now, over sixty years later?
Well, life is a bunch of baloney,
But here is the rye part:
I can’t cut the mustard!
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Formula for a Better World, Savvy?

If men/women were good
Then women/men would be good.
Good/Better/Best,
Never let it rest,
Until Good is Better
And Better is Best.
Repeat the first two lines
Only replace Good with Better
And Better with Best.
Then, repeat the first two lines
Only replace men with women
And women with men.
Next, repeat the first two lines
Only replace men and women by you.
And men/women by we.
Finally do the same substitution
Replacing Good with Better
And Better with Best.
If you have followed the formula,
Then you should have:
If you were best
Then we would be best.
And vice versa.
Savvy?

(October 25, 1999)
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Meg Ryan is Coming!

Meg Ryan’s coming!
Meg Ryan’s coming!
Ain’t that grand?
Ain’t that swell?
And on Brooke Shield’s turf!
We’ll have a ball!
We’ll have a ball!

And Tim Robbins too!
And Tim Robbins too!
Ain’t that grand!
Ain’t that swell?
And on Chris Reeve’s turf:
We’ll have a ball!
We’ll have a ball!

And Walter Mathau too!
And Walter Mathau too!
Ain’t that grand?
Ain’t that swell?
And on Albert Einstein’s turf!
We’ll have a ball!
We’ll have a ball!
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But that ain’t all!
But that ain’t all!
Twenty-five million moolas as well!
Ain’t that grand?
Ain’t that swell?
We’ll have a ball!
Oh, won’t we have a ball?

(Written on the occasion of the filming and showing
of the  1994 film “IQ” in Princeton, New Jersey,

and the resulting hype.)
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We Must Know Everything

(For Janet)

Who engraved your ankle
Tatoo. Ozomatli?
We must know everything
Flowerlike in the petals—
The golden ringlets—
That pattern your life.
We must know everything:
The names of the flowers,
The trees in your garden,
How the scar got on your arm,
Why you call your cat Fanny,
Where she got
Her funny nose
All black and white
And bluest eyes.
Did Xochiquetal
Choose you his
Sun Goddess to light up his life?
Maybe guide him safely
In the dark Aztec night?
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Or did your own bluest eyes
Beckon him?
And, as he was falling

Did his ritual
Flint dagger
Pierce your arm?
We must know everything
Or we die!

(May 1997)
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Ode to a Bridge

-1-

O Beautiful Bridge!
You stalwart span,
Rose up effortlessly
Pressing tons of steel
Cadillacs and cranes
Bicycles and buses
Carts and cats
People and pigeons
Girls and gulls
Sleighs and snow
And lovers arm-in-arm
Dallied on your bed
While swallows darted
And nested at night
Beneath those princely arches!

-2-

O beautiful bridge!
You watched a nation
Train its brawny crews
For Olympian feats:
Beneath your vaunted arches,
This rarest of rivalries:
Mere frail shells
And oars flashing
Under your aegis.
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-3-

O loveliest of ladies
Your princely parabolas
Arches us heavenward!
For one hundred years
We soared—

And soared together!
and now

—Goodbye!
(Town Topics, Princeton)

December 14, 1988
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Li Po

Watching the Beaver moon
Reflected in the Lake, Li Po,
I see two of you
The double image made famous
By your poem.

I lift my glass in toast:
“To Li Po who lived
A thousand years ago!”
And suddenly, I swear
Your image came through
Two, Li Po, mirrored
In the ruby red chianti!
I mused: “Tuscan not rice wine;
Still, that strong red kills time,
And makes you truly mine.”

(July 26, 1996)
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The Mind’s Eye

(For My Daughter Heidi)

Often when you read a book,
Listen to a symphonia or rhapsody
Or stare idly out in space,
You will find a person or place,
Or hear a melody or tune
That existed somewhere or sometime
Before you: perhaps a dream,
Maybe only in the artist’s vision,
The composer’s ear, or poet’s mind,
Yet somehow now in yours.
And often you will read a story,
Hear a sonata or ballade
Or see shadows along a low wall
Where as a child you once held my hand.
Then suddenly you know
You found what was there,
That design or shape or tune,
On a stone you found
Or some ancient rune.

Memory is more indelible than ink
Edward Dahlberg: “I Was Flesh”
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Hark! Hark! The Lark!
Hoot! Hoot! The Owl!

(For Molly, a Lark)

You soar at Dawn—I sleep or Yawn;
At Noon you Nap—I’m full of snap!
At Sup you Dream—I go full steam;
You douse the Light—I soar at night!
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Riddle (1979)

I have short black hair,
White teeth and turned up nose.
Am I a movie star
Do you suppose?
I both bat and roll my eyes
And gnash my teeth.
Who am I do you surmise?
Tell me, pleeth!
I have six recorders to play
Violins, and a grand piano too!
Who could I be? Hey,
I’ll never tell you.
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Clues (1979)

First Clue

I have four little boys—
The eldest’s named Zeno.
Who could I be?
Wouldn’t you like to know?

Second Clue

My given name’s Mary
Oh, that is not jolly—
Like the Irish name I go by
(Like the cow I’m named for?)
You can guess it by golly!

Third Clue

M is for the men who loved me,
O is for the others I kissed too,
L is the lovers I slept with,
L is for my last lover, Carl, and
Y “Yes” is the answer I gave you!
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The Dog Star Sirius

(For Dorothy)

Every dog has his day
In August Sirius, the Dog Star
Rises high up in the sky
To remind you that I did not die!
I love you more than I can say.
Nobody here takes me out to play,
Yet even though we’re far apart
Your love lives here in my heart.

Rags (Who Else?)

8 August 1999
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Doggerel

(For Dorothy Sullivan)

Dorothy is a friend of mine,
She tries to feed me all the time,
People think my poems won’t rime
Because they’re written by some canine,
They turn up their noses at doggerel—
The only poems that dogs write well.
But you, Dorothy, say mine are swell,
And to the others I say:
Go to hell!

Christy (Who Else?)
16 August 1999
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Dog Heaven

In Memory of Rags

I hear Christy all day long—
She’s singing my old song.
She’s barking to get more food—
The same old trick that I used!

You are a sweet soft touch—
You let her eat far too much.
Up here they are too good to me,
The same way you used to be.

Still, I’m skinnier than I wanna be!
Bring me some treats when you come
To visit me at my new home
I’m dying to see your new-used car.

When God took me from your side,
He let Christy with you abide.
It’s not fair—I’m here alone
So when you come, bring me a bone!
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I’ll be with you when you drive
Because I’m always at your side.
We’ll always be a team of two,
You know I’m always there for you.
Dear Dorothy, we’re not far apart—
You see, I dwell inside your heart.

Rags (Who Else?)

2 August 1999
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Hobbes’ Leap

Hobbes, my neighbors’ calico cat,
Leapt on me where I sat,
And stretched out purring on my lap,
Despite pleas of my neighbors’ parents
Imploring you to come and sit,
On their laps
Where they sat.

Hobbes, my neighbors’ calico cat,
Did not heed one bit of etiquette,
When he leapt on me where I sat,
And did not care if I did not want
A calico cat
Sprawling on my lap!

Hobbes: Would it be rude for me to say:
Go away! Go away! Come again some other day?
Or: Sit upon my neighbors’ parents—
Their love for you
Rains down in torrents?

Hobbes, my neighbors’ calico cat
Leapt on me where I sat;
And still I have not fathomed why,
Anymore than I know why,
God let’s some live
And others die.

(October 14, 2003 about 9p.m.)
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The Echo and the Feather

(For Vic)

Victor Camillo, poet, you are
Photographer, mathematician
And lover of fine things:
The Arts, literature and women.
Vic, you have an eye for them:
You choose carefully,
And you stay with the things
And people you love.
Poetry, somebody wrote,
Is throwing a rock into the abyss
And waiting for an echo.
Or a falling feather?

Vic, get ready:
Here is your echo!
And the feather?
It’s still falling.

April 2 and June 2, 2000

He had the ability to drop observations about life and poetry
which tumbled into the mind like pebbles down an empty

well and echoed for years.
Laurence Durrell about George Seferis,

quoted by Katerina Krikos-Davis in TLS,

October 20, 2000,
in Commentary (Aspects of George Seferis).
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Pandora’s Box

(For Molly)

Our courtship lasted eight years
We were engaged and unengaged
More times than I remember
(Or like to remember?)
I was Pandora’s box:
Hope could not escape.

Remember the day you stormed
Into my house on the lake?
Up the stairs you raced
Cornered me and stomped your feet,
Saying, “Carl, you are never ever
Going to marry me! Are you?”

Hypnotized by your Irish eyes,
Pandora let hope spring out,
As you jumped in!
Love sets its traps to
Spring on the unwise.
Later you gloated:
“Men are saps!”
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Ain’t we lucky?

(September 2000-After 21 years)
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Bower Birds

In Memory of Yehuda Amichai (1904-2000)

-1-

When I moved back to my own house in 1981
My Greek landlady expressed astonishment:
You? . . . Have a house? . . . On the lake?
(A realtor agent, she had her values.)

-2-

After you moved in six years later
It took us two years to design
Our own bower—the Sala de Oro.
Magnificent cathedral ceiling
With a twenty-foot skylight
And triple-glazed windows
We peered out of in all directions
The lake and the woods surrounded us.

-3-

We lived in a high tor in Barcelona
Ramblas de Mercedes Cinco
Overlooking the Mediterannean
While our bower was built
In the fall of eighty-nine.

The male bower birds build elaborate bowers of grasses
twigs, and brightly colored adornments

to attract and mate females.
From “Bower Birds”
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-4-

Then it took us seven years
To decide to paint our house
Golden to radiate hope
On gloomy days.

-5-

The tiles in the bathroom and kitchen
Then had to be golden (and
In the kitchen checkerboard
Gold and white) to match
Our golden cabinets.
(Isn’t that a sketch?)

-6-

Unlike the Taj Mahal
There are no jewels
In our palace of love,
Except the two birds
In the bower.

(October 2000)
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All the things you Are
(Todas Las Cosas Tu Eres)

For Molly Kathleen Sullivan
(After twenty-one years, despúes veinte-uno años)

You are my sun
You are my moon
You are my day
You are my night
My lodestar
My terra incognita
My guiding light
My terra firma
My earth
My sky
My heaven
Mi luna caliente
Mi manzana carnal
Y el pequeño infinito
Tuyo es mi vida!

Homage to Pablo Neruda (1999)
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